In this paper T is a linear transformation from a tensor product X® Finto U® V, where X, Y, U,V are vector spaces over an infinite field F. The main result gives a characterization of surjective transformations T for which there is a positive integer k(k < dim U,k< dim V) such that whenever zeX®Y has rank k then also TzeU®V has rank k. It is shown that T = A®B or T = So (C<g>D) where A, 5, C, D are appropriate linear isomorphisms and S is the canonical isomorphism of V® U onto U®V.
Let F be an infinite field and X, Y, U, V vector spaces over F. We denote by T a linear transformation of the tensor product I®7 into Z7(g) V. The rank of a tensor ze X(g) Yis denoted by ^ (2) . By definition p(o) = 0. The subspace of X spaned by the vectors x lf , x n e X will be denoted by < x lf , x n >. LEMMA 
Let k be a positive integer such that zeX(g)Y and p(z) = k imply that p{Tz) = fc. T/iew p(z)
Proof. Assume that for some z we have ρ(z) < ρ{Tz). Clearly, we can assume in addition that p(z) -
Let s ^ k be the maximal integer such that there exists z e X(g) F satisfying />(£) < s and ^(Tz) = s. Let
, u s > and s+1 ί < ^i, , v 8 >. Since t&<e 27 are linearly independent and ^eF also linearly independent we can assume that these vectors are contained in a basis of U and F, respectively. Since T is surjective there exists t e X(g) Y such that p(t) = 1 and the (s + 1, s + Incoordinate α s+1 , s+1 of Tt is nonzero. The minor of order s + 1 in the upper left corner of the matrix of T(z + Xt) has the form Since α β+1 , β+1 Φ 0 we can choose X Φ 0 so that the minor is nonzero. For this value of λ we have
If s = k this contradicts our assumption. If s < k this contradicts the maximality of s. Hence, Lemma 2 is proved. Using this and Lemmas 1 and 2 we deduce
Since by Lemma 2, /θ(Γ2) ^ jθ(s) we are ready.
The following Theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 and Theorem 3.4 of [3] : THEOREM 
Let k be a positive integer such that z and p(z) = k imply that p(Tz) = k. If T is surjective and k
< dim U, k < dim V then
X->V, ί<g)B , C®D) B: Y D: Y are bijective linear transformations and S is the canonical isomorphism ofV<S)U onto ?7® V.
This theorem gives a partial answer to a conjecture of Marcus and Moyls [2] .
From Lemma 2 and Theorem 3.4 of [3] we get the following variant: THEOREM The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
Let k be a positive integer such that ze X (g) F and p(z) ^ k imply that p(Tz) ^ k. If T is bijective and k
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